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Abstract/Artists Statement:  
Efficiency, function, and weight of fruit-tree pruning devices are scrutinized very closely by the 
purchasing end user. Efficiency, being the most valuable quality to focus on; an efficient cutting device 
can lead to smaller batteries and lighter materials on the tree pruner. The objective of this project was 
to produce a cutting head that surpassed the benchmark device by 10% in four categories: Axial cutting 
“green-wood,” Axial cutting “dry-wood,” Axial opening force, and Handle twisting torque. The 
benchmark’s use of the “scissor-type” design was changed to a double bypass anvil design, to eliminate 
blade clearance issues. The parabolic profile and varied rake angles of the blade concentrated on 
minimized cutting force. The jaw-to-blade relationship was manipulated to locate the axis of the wood 
tangent to the handle axis, thus addressing rotating force. A jig was built as part of the project and able 
to be fitted with both the benchmark cutting head and the new design head. The Tinnius–Olsen tensile 
testing machine in Hogue 127 was used to measure positive and negative axial force measurements. The 
force needed to close the device, due to blade design, was reduced from 1261.19 lbs. to 1084.21 lbs. in 
green fruitwood. The dry fruitwood test gave a similar ratio as a result. The force needed to open the 
cutter has been reduced from 25 lbs. to less than 1 lbs. The measured torque was reduced from 15 in-
lbs. to 7.5 in-lbs. The results were clearly better than the benchmark. 
Shear Efficiency  
Keywords: Efficiency, Energy, Rake angle 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
a) Project Description: 
In the fruit growing industry, pruning back new growth is a delicate, time 
consuming and costly part of annual routine.  Because of the number of trees to 
be pruned and the length of time that the worker operates the pruning device, the 
weight and efficiency of every part of the pruning device are at a premium.  For 
this project the functional cutting device, at the tree branch, is to be re-
engineered for reduction of overall power usage.  This will minimize the weight 
needed for batteries and keep the user from getting fatigued. The primary energy 
savings will come from the design change. The system will change from a single 
bypass blade and anvil system, to a strait blade with double anvil contact. There 
are many positive attributes to the double anvil design. But, the lack of friction 
force to maintain the contact pressure will yield the largest energy savings. 
Secondary energy savings come from the double rake angle of the strait blade. 
This offers the ability to create a graduated high angle from the center of the 
thickest cut material toward the low angle of the peripheral material. This will 
minimize the force of binding as the blade enters the thickest portion of the 
material. Also, the sharpness of the blade will be preserved by the low angle 
portions of the blade. Tertiary energy savings are produced from the return 
function of the blade. As the original pruner begins to return the blade to the open 
position, the geometry of the L-shaped blade was nearly at a lock. There was a 
large amount of force used to overcome this lock condition. The force applied to 
return the connecting linkage was overlooked and will be addressed here. Farther, 
the new geometry also yielded a better contact angle with respect to the highest 
cutting force. This will give a marginal energy saving compared to the issues 
mentioned above. 
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Figure 1 
b) Motivation:  
Neal Hauff of H.F. Hauff Company Inc. of Yakima, Washington manufactures 
solutions for a variety of customers. He has a 
reputation for very high quality engineered solutions 
with top quality materials and processes. Mr. Hauff 
has requested an engineered solution for the cutting 
function of the Pellenc Treelion D45-900 (Fig. 1) tree pruner. Mr. Hauff requested 
an alternative design for the cutting apparatus to minimize the force required to 
shear through wet and dry, fruitwood. The previous attempts at addressing this 
issue were not focused on the blade shape and characteristics to Mr. Hauffs 
expectations. The original Treelion blade and anvil design was clearly not 
addressed in the engineering of the expensive market ready design.  
c) Function Statement: 
This project must reduce the power drawn by the cutting function to be more 
efficient than the current blade design that is on the Pellenc Treelion shears.  This 
will give the customer the option of lighter equipment or longer battery life.   
d) Requirements: 
• Customer stipulates that it must cut through 1-1.75-inch diameter fruitwood 
limbs (Green and Dry.) 
• Must weigh less than 1 lb. (see Appendix A-4) 
• Being roughly 1/3 of the engineering burden, cutting system must cost less 
than 1/3 of the total Pellanc system at $4000 (customer supplied quantity.) 
• Must not exceed a 3-inch radius from the centerline of the shaft. 
• Must not dull during the 1 day’s usage. (HRC 58 to 62) 
• Must not create torsional roll < 1-inch limb in between blade and anvil. 
• Using the rake and clearance, must produce a linear power graph. 
• Have a blade opening of less than 4 inches. 
• Must complete cut function in less than 1 seconds, Cycle in 2 seconds.  
• Must reduce the total cutting force by greater than 10%. (Testing will tell 
actual force req.) 
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e) Engineering Merit: 
It is most important to reduce the force needed to complete the cycle function of 
the cutting blade with respect to the anvil system. This will be accomplished with 
1) Changing the style of blade to anvil relationship from a single shear blade forced 
onto a single anvil, to a straight blade with double bypass anvil. The double bypass 
anvil will eliminate the need for mandatory friction recommended by the 
operator’s manual (Fig. 2) to the pivot pin for maintaining blade clearance.  2) The 
cutting-edge profile and rake angle will be modeled after the stress concentration 
lines within the wood diameter. 3) The force angle will optimize the actuation arm 
Figure 2 
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for the period where the force is needed the most. Also, the return function will 
begin while the angle of the force is increased to allow for easier actuation. 
  
f) Scope of Effort: 
This project will include the blade geometry with an engineered cutting face. This 
project will not include the shaft of the pruner, the means of power conveyance or 
the rotation of the shaft for ease of use. Because this will be symmetrical across 
the axis of the handle, this will not include consideration for the ambidextrous 
user.  
 
g) Success Criteria: 
Overall power used to function the new design should be at 90% or less than the 
original design. The minimum power / time curve should be as linear in shape as 
possible.  
2. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
a) Approach: 
The first iteration included a scythe style blade rotated around a bearing with gear 
reduction (See Appendix A-1.) This would not be feasible due to the scope of the 
project would not allow changes of power conveyance. 
A double blade design was then considered and discarded. (See Appendix A-2) 
Doubling the blades would double the force needed, this was contradictory to the 
requirement of reducing the power by 10%.  
Considering the original design of the blade (Appendix B-1,) and the opinion of Mr. 
Hauff, the design was changed to a D-shaped blade (See Figure 3.) This will follow 
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Figure 3 
the stress concentration lines created by the blade contacting the round surface of 
the largest wood sample.  
The anvil jaws were moved down (with respect to the axis of the handle) and 
formed to fit the circumference of the limb. This holds the centroid of the limb at 
the axis of the handle for ergonomic twisting cancelation. The blade was then 
designed using the original linkage and extension tube. This design will allow the 
unit to fit onto the Pellenc machine and function with the same action. This in 
turn, will allow testing to be carried out with a true comparison. The trailing edge 
of the sleeve was squared to allow the axial force to be transferred to the jig 
through only the sleeve arm. (Fig. 3a)  
 
b) Design Description:  
The blade edge profile is modeled after the stress concentration lines that would 
appear in the cut wood as the blade contacts the surface of the limb. And, the 
stress curve that exists as the blade is at the maximum stress depth (Fig. 4).  
The rake angle of the blade is narrowed to 15° at 
the primary contact point of the thickest specimen. The 
rake angle would then be increased symmetrically away 
from the contact point to a maximum of 30°. This Variable 
rake angle was difficult for advanced machining processes. 
The profile of the rake shoulder was superimposed onto the 
side of the blade blank with a centerpunch through a 1:1 image of the blade. A 
bench grinder and flat file were used to remove the material between the 
Figure 4 
Fig. 3b 
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Figure 5 
centerline and the shoulder marks. It was necessary to create the variable rake 
angles by hand.  
Finally, the return function of the cutting cycle has a built-in lack of efficiency for 
the connecting arms angle. This angle is nearly 180° from force to pivot pin. The 
change in geometry would reduce the return force and apply the most force at the 
center of the cut material. 
c) Benchmark: 
Reference the Pellenc Treelion D45-900 cutting system for benchmark that was 
unfulfilled previously for H.F. Hauff 2016 (Gibson, Heilman, Wilson, 2016.) The 
Treelion is currently in production for the agricultural industry for fruit production. 
The Treelion product is a copy of the hand trimmers that are cheap at the local 
hardware store (see figure 5.) This fact highlights the 
lack of engineering the Pellenc Company put 
toward the cutting system on their machine. The 
hand trimmers are used for rosebush limbs 
smaller than 1 inch and would be very difficult to 
function with any limbs over that diameter.  
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d) Performance Predictions: 
There will be a 10% reduction in total force needed to complete the cycle of 
cutting through comparable fruitwood.   
e) Description of Analyses:  
The total force needed is a summation of the blade style analysis, the angle of rake 
and the profile edge shape of the blade. This summation will include the entire 
cycle of the cutting function, from the open position to open position. The 
hypothesis includes the fact that there is substantial force required to “break” the 
lock condition of the Pellenc system on the return function. The lock condition is 
caused by the clearance friction and geometric angles. 
f) Scope of Testing and Evaluation: 
The testing will include the construction of a jig that both new and old cutting 
systems will fit into. This was originally designed to have a shear pin to protect the 
devices and the tensile tester. However, the peak force would occur just after the 
wood yields to the cutting edge. There will be enough space following the yield 
point to protect the devices from damage.  
The test will pull both devices through limbs of dry and green nature. The tests will 
be compared to the benchmark numbers collected in last year’s project.  
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g) Analyses:  
Green sheet 1 (A-5) 
This Green sheet calculates parameters and the reactions at the pivot pin 
concerning the pulling arm. It is assumed that the benchmark cutting force 
525lbs. would need a 33% safety factor for longevity. So, a 600lb force was 
used in the calculations. The force total would need to meet or exceed the 
970lb calculated force on the pin. 
Green sheet 2 (A-6) 
The double shear factor in the pin dictates the material of the pin and the 
diameter of the pin. As proof that the pin is large enough and made of a 
substantive material, the dmin (at 1/8 inch) is well within the tolerance of the 
material at the 3/8 size. The 3/8 in stainless steel binding post is used for 
clearance and protection from over tightening. This is also a standard size, 
giving a savings over a custom pin. 
Green sheet 3 (A-7) 
As the shape of the blade face is changed, the height of the cross-sectional 
area becomes a factor in the design process. Assuming that the blade should 
not deflect more than .025 inches. And, given the centroids of the rectangular 
and triangular sections, the minimum height (h) was calculated to be .76 
inches. The model had to be changed because of this. The trailing edge of the 
blade was made tangential to the built-up radius around the pivot pin. There is 
at least .76 in. of material along the blade, as a result. 
Green sheet 4 (A-8) 
Using the benchmark machine, the shear at the center axis of the thickest test 
material was calculated to be 342 psi. This can be compared to the tests done 
with the Treelion machine and the new design. 
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Green sheet 5 (A-9) 
The Adapter Plate that makes up the working force in the jig is subject to the 
same forces as the devices being tested. This force has to be transferred to the 
machine without a significant amount of deformation. This green sheet is 
calculating the sheer at the contacting edge of the 2.5-inch square hole and 
the 3-inch square plate. Assuming that the hole and plate are concentric. The 
actual shear is nowhere near the shear of the steel. However, the thickness of 
the steel will continue to be .5 inches for the deformation and weldment 
issues. 
Green sheet 6 (A-10) 
The material deflection at the center of the 2.5-inch square hole in the jig plate 
is evaluated here. The overall force is spread along the entire profile of the 
hole, so the deflection formula for a flat plate is used. At the thickness of ½ 
inch, there is so little deflection that there was no need to process any thicker 
material.  
Green sheet 7 (A-11) 
The left and right jaws surrounding the center Anvil have questionable hole 
placement and the most obvious is analyzed here. The moment would be the 
highest at the fourth hole from the front. And, the bending stress is calculated 
using sig=my/I formula. The tensile stress calculated is comparable to the 
lower alloys of steel but, having only analyzed one side, the worst-case 
scenario would still be safe. 
Green sheet 8 (A-12) 
This sheet focuses on the friction between the wood as the blade shears 
through. The friction coefficient of the wood on clean dry metal is (.2-.6) this is 
found in the web site for the engineer’s handbook. There is very little 
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difference in the friction force values between the net rake angle of 15° and 
30°. Therefore, friction does not factor into the choice of rake angle.  
Green sheet 9 (A-13) 
Because there is a human factor as an operator, it is appropriate to think of 
different ways the pruner would be misused. The handle of the pruner would 
allow a human to create a 10ft∙lb twisting force on the shaft holding the 
cutting system. This force would create a normal force to the left or right 
surface of the blade. This green sheet determines that a human could not get 
close to the ultimate strength of A2 Tool Steel while simply twisting the handle 
with hands only. 
Green sheet 10 (A-14) 
The normal endurance strength in the jaws of the cutting system is the focus of 
this green sheet. There is sufficient endurance strength to call this a safe 
design. 
Green sheet 11 (A-15) 
This is a follow from green sheet 10, to green sheet 11. Using the Goodman 
equation from Mott (equation 5-20) the Safety factor(N) is found. The factor is 
effectively doubled because there are two Jaws to carry the evenly distributed 
load. However, this safety factor is the worst-case scenario and is considered 
safe at 5.41.  
Green sheet 12 (A-16) 
The final green sheet is a Mohr’s circle analysis of the tensile stress element on 
the inside of one jaw. There is assumed to be no torsional or side stresses 
involved. And again, the outcome is that it is a safe design. 
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h) Device:  
There are twin steel anvil jaws that are held apart by; the aluminum center anvil 
and the aluminum sleeve mount. The Type A-2 blade is held in place with a 
binding post pivot pin and attached to the connecting rods to the pull arm.  
i) Tolerances are typical throughout at (±.05) with two exceptions. First, the blade-
center anvil interface is designed to have a .01-inch bypass interference where the 
aluminum deforms to fully mate with the surface of the cutting edge. This will 
allow the minor fibrous materials to be sheared. Second, the binding barrel / pivot 
pin is .372” and the blade and jaws were reamed to .372” for concentricity. 
Kinematics are the same due to identical connecting rod geometry. Ergonomics 
will be improved because of the limb held at the axis of the extension arm tube. 
j) Technical Risk Analysis are held to a failure of the operator to follow the 
operator’s instruction manual. Operation Limits are wood diameter must be less 
than 1.75 inches in diameter. No foreign material including hard wood, is to be 
cut. 
 
3. Methods / Construction / Testing 
a) Manufacturing:  
i. Description: The blade is going to be cut from Type A-2 Tool Steel and will have 
rake angles applied to the cutting face. A2 Tool Steel is a versatile, air-
hardening tool steel that is characterized by good toughness and excellent 
dimensional stability in heat treatment. A2 is intermediate in wear resistance 
between O1 oil-hardening tool steel and D2 high-carbon, high-chromium tool 
steel. A2 provides an effective combination of strength and toughness, tool 
performance, price, and a wide variety of product forms. Heat treatment will 
be applied to create a hardened (HRC 58-62) cutting face and filed and 
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polished to a fine surface.  Because oxidation is not desirable, argon was used 
to flood the heat chamber while the schedule was running. Additionally, the 
quench was carried out in a still argon bath. A second temper cycle was added 
to the end of the first temper cycle (Appendix E-3.) the final hardness of the 
blade was averaged to 58 HRC. 
ii. The anvil will be a three-layer composite part with 4140 un hardened steel 
outer jaws and 6061 T-6 aluminum as the center anvil. The aluminum will all be 
a 6061 T-6, of a common thickness and will be from the same stock through 
out.  
iii. The 6061 T-6 tube sleeve will be turned to the correct dimensions and TIG 
welded to the flat sleeve connecting arm. 
iv. All flat stock has been cut with a laser jet from the “dxf” files pulled from the 
drawings. The aluminum parts used inert gas to surround the metal as the 
laser jet cut them out. The finish of the aluminum is almost at a polished grade 
as it came from the laser jet. So, no further processes were necessary.   
 
b) Construction 
v. Introduction:  
The new design of pruner cutting system will be tested on the Tinius-Olsen 
tensile tester for force used to shear wet and dry fruit wood. This will be a 
direct comparison with the Treelion device. The Jig will be made in a fashion to 
remove the cutting device and replace it with the original Treelion device. 
vi. Method/Approach:  
Given the benchmark 600lb force needed to cut through the 1.75-inch wood, 
the Tinius-Olson tensile testing machine will be used. A jig device will allow the 
original Treelion system to be tested exactly the same as the new pruner. This 
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method will produce a maximum pound force and a force over distance to 
compare with the original and the benchmark values. 
c) Test Procedure description:  
 
Summary: 
This test will collect data for pruning shear cutting head system. Specifically, axial tension testing using 
the tensile test machine.  
Time/Duration/Place: 
This data collection will be Tuesday 10, April or Thursday 12, April at 12:00 PM and last for two hours in 
the materials lab in Hogue hall room 127. 
Resources needed: 
• Tinnius-Olsen tensile test machine with travel measurement device.  
• Jig with actuation rod. 
• Various cutting heads to be tested. 
• Fruit wood: 1.75” to 1” Diameter samples (green and dry.) 
• Tools: Flathead screwdriver, plyers, Crescent wrench. 
• Data sheet. 
 
Safety guide: 
• Always wear safety glasses while in the lab. 
• Hearing protection should be worn during testing. 
• Protective gloves should be worn while testing.  
• Onlookers should be wearing the appropriate PPE. Also, they should stay at least five feet from 
the machine. 
Report all injuries to the authorized professor and make sure to fill out CWU online injury report.  
Fig. 6 
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Risk, Evaluation Readiness 
• Potential for splintering and puncture wounds with slivers. 
• Hearing damage from loud energy releases.  
• Contusions from misalignment of wood materials. 
• Have form ready to mark for test number. 
• Have secondary person to record video of the travel with relation to the force. 
• Record all data as the tests are performed.  
Set up: 
• First, Place flat pinch plates in upper cross member of the Tinnius machine. And, Hang the pull 
rod loosely with 4” of grip, through the middle cross member. (See Pic 1) 
• Second, Insert the box end of the jig from under the middle cross member. And, add the 
retaining pins above. Note: the pull rod should be through the jig. (See Pic 2) 
• Third, turn the main disconnect (located at the far-right side of the machine at “waist” height,) 
on and move the cross member up or down, to get the pull rod “Stick-out” to be roughly 2” from 
the jig tube. (See Pic 3) 
• Fourth, Install the first cutting head onto the jig tube. Tighten the thumb screw (or collar) to 
secure the head onto the tube. 
• Fifth, pin the pull rod to the blade and run the cross member up until the blade is open enough 
to insert a “test” branch. 
• Sixth, <Attention: Do not run the cross member up or down far enough to create a binding 
condition with the blade.> This test will only measure force up to the yield of the material. This 
is just past the middle of the branch material axis. As soon as the force begins to drop from the 
peak quantity, stop the motion of the cross member. 
This effectively “sets” the Flat pinch plate teeth into the pull rod at the top cross member. 
   
 
  
Picture 2  
Jig Setup: 
Picture 1  
Machine Setup: 




Testing cutting Heads: 
• Collect data 
o The yield of the branch should be just past the 
 centerline of the wood to be cut, as the material loses  
internal support. (Note the red ring representing wood, Pic. 5) 
o Record a video of the Force dial and the vertical travel 
 marker, collect max force and distance traveled. 
o Enter Data into table 1 on test sheet 1. 
o Redo this cut on the same branch 3 times. 
o Swap from head 1 to head 2 
o Perform these steps for each cutting head to be tested. 
Teardown and cleanup: 
• First, turn off the machine at the main disconnect. 
• Second, discard the wood scraps and sweep the area. 
• Third inspect devices for damage / wear and store. 
• Remove all testing hardware and cutting heads.  
Discussion: 
This test showed that the compounded effects of the rake angles, profile, geometry and 
style of the jaw to anvil relationship, produced a 10% reduction in the energy needed to 
cut through fruit wood of varying standard sizes. 
vii. The Tinius-Olson machine was read to get maximum force in pounds. Tests 
were carried out using a pre-manufactured jig. (Fig. B-6) this jig was inserted 
Picture 3  
Pull Rod Setup: 
Picture 4  
Cutting Head Setup: 
Picture 5  
Blade stop point: 
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through from the underside of the moving horizontal mast and locked into 
place. The locking device will be at the top surface of the mobile mast. The 
center pull rod was inserted into the top stationary horizontal mast and 
protruded through the jig (Fig 6.) This setup was the same for both cutting 
systems and facilitated the quick change to compare cutting systems 
performance on the same wood cross-section. The original Treelion cutting 
system was attached to a 1.2-inch diameter pipe with a shrink collar and the 
pull rod is concentric with the pipe. Force was recorded for the tension 
through different sizes of cherry wood. The cherry wood will be of various 
water content and thicknesses, up to 1.75” in diameter. All tests will be 
reproduced immediately, to create data sets for both devices through the 
same wood samples. Further. A single series of compressive tests will be 
recorded. These compressive tests will collect data from a dry and a “wet” 
opening function. The opening function will show the force used to open the 
original device, and the savings that the new system affords. Results will be 
recorded and presented in excel tables and graphs. 
viii. Deliverables: The recorded data and performance testing will be logged on the 
testing sheet found in Appendix G.  
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A force comparison is shown in the following chart that is derived from the raw 
data on the data collection chart in appendix (G-2) This char shows the force 
per the diameter of branch being cut. The green data series shows the green 
(or wet) freshly gathered limbs at the various diameters. Dark green represents 
the Wittig cutting head and the light green is the Pellenc head. Brown 
represents the dry limbs that were cut during the Fall 2017. These limbs were 
stored over the winder in an automobile to replicate the heat cycles of the 
weather to dry them thoroughly. 
d) Conclusion: 
The Wittig Pruner out performed the Pellenc head by an average of 12%. This test 
had anomalies that are apparent on the chart due to the light green line changing 
from the projected 1.25” value. This test could not be reproduced due to the lack 
of specimen at     
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4) Budget/Schedule 
Proposed Budget in the design requirements for the pruner power system the total 
cost of all components and construction should be no more than 1/3 of the $4000 
cost of the Pellenc system. The $1333.33 target is far above the prototype cost of 
$475.59. A summarized table of the quantity and cost of all cutting system 
components can be found in Appendix D. It can be seen in the appendix that the sum 
of the cutting system components actually cost $857.74 less than the previously 
proposed budget for the power system. This is mainly due to the selection of basic 
materials and avoiding the expensive molding process that Pellenc used to form the 
original encasement. This has been a better choice in every single way, including cost. 
If H.F. Hauff cannot provide support, Onlinemetals.com will provide most of the 
resources. The shipping cost and availability timeline may cause a selection of 
different supplier or different material size. The current size at cost will stay the same 
unless there is a cheaper alternative. There is a substantive part of the work that can 
be self-performed here at the Hogue machine shop and Materials lab.  
a. Labor rates will be estimated at minimum wage for Washington State. 
Outsourcing rates are pursued to be donated.  
b. Because of the availability of tools and machine shop, most of the labor will be 
self-performed.  
c. As shown in the budget analysis, estimate total project cost is $475.59. There 
may be donations of higher quality material that are not accounted for in the 
estimate. An additional $120 was required for outsourced water jet processes. 
The water jet process was suggested by the professors, guiding the project. 
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d. The Trades Act retraining institution within the Work Source department, is a 
third-party funding source that has a stake in this project. There are significant 
barriers to entry as a project funded by the federal government has lengthy 
and particular documentation that must be navigated to get the funds. This is 
the primary funding for this project if funding and materials cannot be 
procured (through donation) from other stakeholders. 
1) Mid-project Budget update: 
1. The previous proposed budget included all preliminary estimates of materials, 
fasteners and labor cost for the scope of the project. However, the actual cost 
as purchased from McMaster-Carr was $435.75. It was found that mineral oil 
was not necessary before the second vendor was contacted. The mineral oil 
was not included in the McMaster -Carr order. 
2. Savings have been made through the material to be heat treated. The material 
is A-2 tool steel and the “A” designator revealed it is air quenched that there is 
no need for the $22.99 mineral oil. Welding wire was not used, as the welding 
was done in the Hogue weld shop. The savings for the weld wire amounted to 
$23.89. Substantial time and effort have been donated by Neil Hauff to 
produce the flat parts with his company’s laser jet. Additional aluminum parts 
were out sourced to Precision Waterjet of Wenatchee WA. This cost was a 
shop minimum of $120.  
3. Funding for the entire project was approved to be paid by Trades Act Funding 
for worker retraining. The filing process requires three sources for every 
comparable piece of raw material to be paid. This is why the student has 
drawn on his credit to get the required raw materials in a timely fashion. As of 
the completion of the device, the reimbursement has not been fully processed. 
4. There has been little change to these materials and fasteners. There should be 
no need to order any additional materials or fasteners.  
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5. Proposed Schedule: 
a. The high-level Gantt chart can be viewed in the Appendix E. 
b. The specific tasks begin with analyzing the merits of size, shape and function 
with respect to the materials available. Then, determine the feasibility of the 
budget and schedule. The presentation of the project proposal will determine 
if a next step is necessary. Purchasing the raw material and proceed with 
specific parts of the assembly being mocked up and manufactured. The 
assembly will be documented and recorded. Specific times can be seen on the 
Gantt chart in Appendix E. the times may vary and it is the intent to vary no 
more than one week.  
c. Because credit was used to order the raw materials, they arrived on time. Each 
part was finished as quickly as they were received. As the parts were declared 
“finished,” they were evaluated and excess personal time was used to recreate 
the parts in a more exact manner. This resulted in meeting every deadline and 
presenting a more accurate assembly, with every project status report. The 
end result was finished two weeks ahead of schedule and on budget.  
d. The primary milestones are as follows. 
• Turn in the proposal. 
• From the documentation, order the raw materials and fasteners. 
• Begin performing mill and drill press work on the parts. The initiation of 
each part is as the previous part is finished. However, the deadlines for 
parts are staggered, as seen in the Gantt chart. 
• As parts are finished evaluate the exactness of the part and evaluate 
both, time and pros of using excess material to build a more correct 
piece. This would take steps toward the perfect device and negate the 
learning curve errors.   
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e. The estimated total project time is 157.80 hours. The hour count is brought 
down to tenths of the hour for accuracy and efficiency. Including a significant 
increase of hours due to mistakes and reprocessing, and the time savings from 
outsourced parts, the total hours accrued to date are 89.7 hours. This is just 
over the estimated value of 88.3 hours. This is does not reflect the completion 
of the device. As the Gantt chart shows, the device was completed mid-
February and refined until the time of turn-in on March 8th.  
f. The aluminum parts were outsourced to a waterjet cutting facility in 
Wenatchee Washington and added 120 additional cost to the project. Because 
this cost should have been included in the original estimate, the funding agent 
cleared the inclusion. There were hours added for the travel time required to 
pursue the finished product. There were two miscommunications that resulted 
in 6 additional hours of unproductive travel time. The lesson learned was that, 
when a reliable secondary process shop is found, be grateful and continue 
business with them. Even so, the hours spent in the machine shop resulted in a 
completed device, two weeks before the project deadline. 
g. There was a “SNAFU hours” column added for the learning curve mistakes and 
miscommunication travel time. This time was absorbed into the student’s 
personal time. And did not add directly to the manufacturing hours.  
6. Discussion: 
As the requirements of the customer became clear, the overall device changed 
dramatically. From a huge device with a lot of moving parts, to a double blade device 
that was smaller but still had more moving parts than necessary, finally to a heavily 
modified version of the original Treelion that addresses only the factors outlined by 
the customer. As the focus narrowed, the scope of the changes became smaller until 
the changes were very small and polished.  
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This design is one off and will have to order raw material in smaller than typical 
industry standard sizes. This will drive the cost per unit very high for the prototype. As 
seen in the budget (Appendix C.) the cost to manufacture the prototype will be 
roughly 13 times as much as mass producing the pieces in a machine. The excess 
material will be used as barter to other teams for services and material. Also, there 
will be waste stream unique to the prototype process. Tooling and learning curve 
time will affect the schedule. The inexperience of the project manager will have to be 
mitigated with a motivated approach to every menial task.   
7. DOCUMENTATION: 
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Drawings can be viewed in Appendix B. 
Labeling for the drawings are as such in Appendix B. 
b. Complete Device with Analog Branch  – (B-1) 
c. Exploded with Bill of Materials   – (B-2) 
d. Blade       – (B-3a) 
e. Blade Angles      – (B-3b) 
f. Jaw (Left)      – (B-4) 
g. Sleeve       – (B-5a) 
h. Sleeve Arm     – (B-5b) 
i. Jaw (Right)       – (B-6) 
j. Center Anvil      – (B-7) 
k. Jig Assembly      – (B-8) 
l. Jig       – (B-9) 
m. Sleeve Arm      – (B-10) 
n. Sleeve Tube      – (B-11) 
o. Jig Tube      – (B-12) 
p. Jig Plate      – (B-13) 
q. Jig Box       – (B-14) 
r. Pull Rod      – (B-15) 
s. Pull Rod Alt. Long     – (B-16) 
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8. Conclusion: 
a) The Issues with the original Treelion pruner presented by Neil Hauff, can be 
summarized in the list below:  
• The device is not efficient as it could be.  
• The cutting system uses a large amount of force in each cut.  
• The encasement of the blade of the Treelion is not practical or economical.  
• It’s not large enough to accommodate a 1.75” limb. 
b) The new design of the pruner cutting system will solve these problems and 
provide additional benefits beyond the requirements. The benefits of the 
proposed cutting system are summarized in the list below:  
• The pruner cutting system did not exceed the partitioned cost of the 
cutting system on the original Treelion product. The original cost was 
roughly $1333 and the cost of producing one unit of the new cutting 
system would be $200.75.  
• The new cutting system accepts a limb just larger than 1.75-inch diameter. 
This is beyond the scope that the stakeholders stipulated.  
c) The requirements were fulfilled in all but one category. The weight of the Head 
finished at 1.25 lbs. because of the addition of steel to prevent buckling in the 
arm. 
• The device outperformed the benchmark by using 17.81% less energy per 
cut. 
• The device reduced the maximum force necessary by 12.43%. 
• The prototype device was produced for $595.95. A 55% savings. 
• It will accept a 1 ¾ Limb. 
The entire project can be viewed at < www.wittigj.wixsite.com/shearenergy .> 
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6. A-6)  
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A-8)  8. 
 
  













































Appendix B: Drawings 
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C-1) 












5 Binding Post 98002A301
6 Binding Barrel 99637A179
7 Binding Screw 92463A658
8 Washer 90107A030
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D-1) 








4130 (N) Steel Mcmaster-carr.com 4459T168 4459T168 .125 x 12 x12 $39.46 $2.82 2 $5.64
Stainless 316 Mcmaster-carr.com 9195K21 9195K21 .125x12x12 $103.33 $7.38 0 $0.00
Center Anvil 6061 Aluminum Plate* Mcmaster-carr.com 6061 T6 8975K142 .19 x 12x12 $34.73 $0.96 1 $0.96
4130 (N) Steel Mcmaster-carr.com 4459T17 4459T17 .1875 x 12 x12 $47.58 $3.35 0 $0.00
ASTM A681, QQ-T-570 Mcmaster-carr.com A2 Tool Steel 89885K95 .1875x4x36 $111.67 $15.95 1 $15.95
Nitenol HFHauff Co. TI-Ni (60%) Proprietary .16x12x12 $448.00 $31.55 0 $0.00
6061 Aluminum Tube Mcmaster-carr.com 6061 T3 7392T12 1.5(OD)X1(ID)X3 $4.45 $4.45 1 $4.45
6061 Aluminum Plate* Mcmaster-carr.com 6061 T6 8975K142 .19 x 12x12 $34.73 $0.96 1 $0.96
Binding Post Stainless Mcmaster-carr.com SS316 98002A301 5/16 OD-(3/8-1/2) .25-20 thread $7.40 $0.74 1 $0.74
Binding Barrel Stainless Mcmaster-carr.com SS316 99637A179 18-80 1/4"10-24 Thread $5.56 $1.11 2 $2.22
Binding Screw Stainless Mcmaster-carr.com SS316 92463A658 10-24 5/16 $3.70 $0.74 2 $1.48
Washer Stainless Mcmaster-carr.com SS316 90107A030 18-8 5/16ID 3/4OD Flat Washer $10.29 $0.10 1 $0.10
Jig Mount rod 1045 Carbon Steel Mcmaster-carr.com 8279T23 8279T23 .25 x 12 $7.03 $3.52 2 $7.03
Chute Wall Low Carbon Steel Plate Mcmaster-carr.com 8910K561 8910K561 .25x2.25x24 $17.71 $2.95 4 $11.81
Jig Plate Low Carbon Steel Plate Mcmaster-carr.com 1388K302 1388K302 .5x3x3 $15.68 $15.68 1 $15.68
Mount Tube Low Carbon Steel Tube Mcmaster-carr.com 7767T64 7767T64 1.25OD x .88ID x 12 $13.13 $2.39 1 $2.39
Pull Arm Low Carbon Steel Bar Mcmaster-carr.com 8920K38 8920K38 .787 x 36 (20mmx3ft) $25.55 $9.83 1 $9.83
Labor Self $0.00 20 $0.00
Drill Bit .156 (5/32) Cobalt 
SL
Mcmaster-carr.com 2416A17 2416A17 5/32 x 2.125 $4.84 $4.84 1 $4.84
Drill Bit .25 (1/4) Cobalt 
SL
Mcmaster-carr.com 2416A24 2416A24 1/4 x 2.5 $8.13 $8.13 1 $8.13
Drill Bit .375 (3/8) Cobalt 
SL
Mcmaster-carr.com 2416A33 2416A33 3/8 x 3.125 $16.13 $16.13 1 $16.13
End Mill: Titanium 
Carbonitride (TiCN) 
Mcmaster-carr.com 8993A271 8993A271 1/2 in. x 3in (L) 5-flute $68.52 $68.52 1 $68.52
Labor Self $0.00 10 $0.00
Aluminum Welding Wire Mcmaster-carr.com 7678A193 7678A193
MIG Welding Wire
for Aluminum, Trade No. 
ER4043, 0.030" Diameter, 1-lb. 
$14.58 $14.58 1 $14.58
Steel Welding Wire Mcmaster-carr.com 7678A157 7678A157
MIG Welding Wire for 
Steel, Trade No. ER70S-
6, 0.035" Diameter, 2-lb. Spool
$9.31 $9.31 1 $9.31
Labor Self $0.00 10 $0.00
Mineral Oil Walmart 05089-mfg 05089-mfg
Premium 100% Pure Food 
Grade Mineral Oil USP, 1 
Gallon, NSF Approved, Butcher 
Block and Cutting Board Oil
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E-1) 
Appendix E – Schedule   
 
PROJECT TITLE:  Pruning Shear Cutting System is finished
Principal Investigator.: Jason Wittig is pending (with projected finish time)
Duration
TASK: Description Est. Actual
   ID (hrs) (hrs)   
1 Proposal*
1a Outline 2 2
1b Intro 2 2
1c Methods 2 2
1d Analysis 12 6
1e Discussion 2 2
1f Parts and Budget 1 2
1g Drawings 6 10
1h Schedule 2 5
1i Summary & Appx 10 5
subtotal: 39 36
2 Analyses
2a Stress Anal=>Geo 40 30
2b Power Anal=>Geo 20 10
2c Kinematic => Geo 10 10
2d Tolerance => Geo 10 10
subtotal: 80 60 *
3 Documentation
3a Jaw drawing 6 4
3b Center Anvil drawing 3 4
3c Sleeve Drawing 3 4
3d Blade Darwing 12 10
3e Fastener Inclusion 6 20
3f Analog Branch 1 1
3g Jig Drawing 4 3
3h Pull Arm Drawing 4 5
3i Subassembly Pruner 4 4
3j Exploded view Drawing 4 4
3k Kinematic Check 1 1
3l ANSIY14.5 Compl 10 2
3m Make Object Files 10 15
subtotal: 68 77
4 Proposal Mods
4a Project Pruner Schedule 6 0
4b Project Pruner Part Inv. 6 0
4c Crit Des Review* 2 0
subtotal: 14 0
5 Part Manufacture June
Buy Part Material 3 4
Take Possesion 0.5 0.5
Travel time to Yakima 5 7
5a Pull rod 
Turn small OD 2 1
Mill Flats 2 3
Drill Eye 0.5 0.3
Debur 0.1 0.1
5b Jig Maufacture
Cut Box Material 1 0.6
Drill Pin Holes 1 0.3
TurnTube OD to Length 2 2
Bore Plate Hole 2 2
Weld Box 2 0
Weld Tube to Plate 1 1
Weld Box to Plate 1 1
5bi   Pins  Sized 0.1 0.1
 SCHEDULE FOR SENIOR PROJECT: H.F. Hauff Pruning Shear Project
June
April May
November Dec January February April May
JanuaryDecNovember MarchFebruary
March
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5c Make Jaw (L)
Upload DXF file 0.5 0.5
Markup outline and holes 1 0
Rough cut outline (x4) 2 0
Drill and Countersink holes 3 0.5
Finish outline 0.2 0.5
Break edges / Bead Blast 0.5
5d Make Part Blade
Upload DXF File 0.5 0.5
Drill and Ream holes 1 0.5
Finish outline and Thickness 0.5 0.5
Heat Treat 10 8
Sharpen and polish 4 3
5e Make Sleeve Mount
Cut outline Material 1 0.2
Markup outline and holes 1 1
Drill and bore holes 1 1
Cut outline 1 0.4
Face cut Tube Lenth 0.5 0.2
Turn OD and ID 4 3
Break Edges 0.5 0.2
Weld Arm to Tube 4 4
Re-true ID for Fit 1 2
Drill and Tap Thumb Screw 1 1
5f Make Jaw (R) 
Upload DXF file 0.5 0.5
Markup outline and holes 1 0
Finish outline 0.4 0
Drill holes 1 0.5
Tap Holes (1-4) 2 1
Break edges / Bead Blast 0.5 0.5
5g Make Center Anvil
Transport material to shop 1.5 4.5
Upload DXF file 1 0.5
Markup outline and holes 1 0
Drill and bore holes 1 1
Mill outline 3 0
5h Apply Fasteners 2 2
5g Take Part Pictures 1 0.3
5i Update Website 1 5




6a List Parameters 1 2
6b Design Test&Scope 1 1
6c Obtain resources 1 3
6d Make test sheets 1 1
6e Plan analyses 1 3
6f Mount Jig 1 0.5
6g Test Plan* 1 0
6h Perform Evaluation 1 0
6i Take Testing Pics 1 1
6j Update Website 4 2
subtotal: 13 13.5
7 489C Deliverables
7a Get Report Guide 1 0.5
7b Make Rep Outline 3 0
7c Write Report 25 0
7d Make Slide Outline 2 0
7e Create Presentation 10 0
7f Make CD Deliv. List 1 0
7g Write 489 CD parts 1 0
10f Update Website 1 0
10g Project CD* 1 0
subtotal: 45 0.5
Total Est. Hours= 347.3 276.7 =Total Actual Hrs




























498 Winter final 16-Mar
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Metric English Comments 





Metric English Comments 
Hardness, 
Rockwell C  
64 64 as air-hardened (63-65 HRC average), 60-62 HRC at 205°C, 59-61 
HRC at 260°C, 58-60 HRC at 315°C, 57-59 HRC at 370°C and 425°C 








160 GPa 23200 ksi Typical for steels. 
Poissons 
Ratio  
0.30 0.30 Calculated 
Machinability  65 % 65 % Based on Carbon tool steel. 
Shear 
Modulus  
78.0 GPa 11300 ksi Estimated from elastic modulus 
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G-1) 
Appendix G – Test Data:  
Measured from the Analog Force dial on the rudimentary Tinnius-Olsen. 
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G-3) 
   
 
 





Appendix H – Data Evaluation Sheets:  
 
  

















Appendix I – Test Report:  
Introduction:  
This report compares the benchmark Pellenc pruning head to the Wittig pruning head in the 
following criteria. The requirements for performance are to reduce the amount of force 
necessary to cut the same fruitwood by 10% or more. The Wittig head must cut a larger (1.75”) 
branch than the Pellenc, that has a 1.25” maximum diameter. As the original design, the Wittig 
heads weight is at .88 lbs. That is within the required 1 lb. max. weight. However, failure #1 
was solved by changing the material of the sleeve to steel and increasing the overall weight to 
1.25 lbs. the required manufacturing cost has been reduced by more than half. The budget of 
$475.59 can be viewed in appendix D-1 with the addition of $120 for outsourced water jet 
process. This amount ($595.59) is 46% of the estimated cost of the Pellenc head. 
For the substantive data, The Tinius-Olson machine was read to get maximum force in pounds. 
Tests were carried out using a pre-manufactured jig. (Fig. B-6) this jig was inserted through 
from the underside of the moving horizontal mast and locked into place. The locking device 
will be at the top surface of the mobile mast. The center pull rod was inserted into the top 
stationary horizontal mast and protruded through the jig (Fig 6.) This setup was the same for 
both cutting systems and facilitated the quick change to compare cutting systems performance 
on the same wood cross-section. The original Treelion cutting system was attached to a 1.2-inch 
diameter pipe with a shrink collar and the pull rod is concentric with the pipe. Force was 
recorded for the tension through different sizes of cherry wood. The cherry wood will be of 
various water content and thicknesses, up to 1.75” in diameter. All tests will be reproduced 
immediately, to create data sets for both devices through the same wood samples. Further. A 
single series of compressive tests will be recorded. These compressive tests will collect data 
from a dry and a “wet” opening function. The opening function will show the force used to 
open the original device, and the savings that the new system affords. Results will be recorded 
and presented in excel tables and graphs. All of this will be performed on a time table 
represented in Appendix E-1 in the Gantt Chart. 
 
Method/Approach: (describe in detail) 
• Resources required are; the pruning heads, testing jig, wood specimens, Tinnius-Olsen 
tensile testing machine, lab time. No other personnel are necessary for the operatin of the 
tensile tester. The cost of manufacture and process’s will be covered in full by the 
Employment Security Department Trades Act division. All additional labor and time cost 
will be self-donated for the good of the project. 
• Data will be recorded via cell phone pictures including the Limb diameter, head label (“W” 
for Wittig and “P” for Pellenc,) Dry or Wet Label, and Test number. This will be recorded on 
the Data collection table. For example, (1.25”/W/D/2) 
• The Tinnius-Olsen Tensile test machine will be used in accordance with the operating 
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instructions posted on the front of the physical machine. 
• The un-hardened parts of the jig and connecting bolts will be the intended points of failure 
and perform as the limits of force for the tests. 
• Accuracy is not nessisary for this test. Precision will be paramount in that the averages will 
be drawn from the precise measurements over a series of three tests. This average will be 
compared to the  
 
• Data will be collected and stored on a personal cell phone and emailed to a CWU mail 
recipient. As the data is read off of the pictures, data was entered into the Data Collection 
(See Table 1) and analyzed for averages and percentage deviation from the benchmark.  
• Data was presented in chart form and tabular form as supporting documents. 
 
Test Procedure:  
• Summary: 
This test will collect data for pruning shear cutting head system. Specifically, axial 
tension testing using the tensile test machine.  
• Time/Duration/Place: 
This data collection will be Tuesday 10, April or Thursday 12, April at 12:00 PM and last 
for two hours in the materials lab in Hogue hall room 127. 
• Resources needed: 
• Tinnius-Olsen tensile test machine with travel measurement device.  
• Jig with actuation rod. 
• Various cutting heads to be tested. 
• Fruit wood: .625”-1”-1.25”-1.75” Diameter samples (green and dry.) 
• Tools: Flathead screwdriver, plyers, Crescent wrench. 
• Data sheet. 
•   Safety guide: 
• Always wear safety glasses while in the lab. 
• Hearing protection should be worn during testing. 
• Protective gloves should be worn while testing.  
• Onlookers should be wearing the appropriate PPE. Also, they should stay at least 
five feet from the machine. 
Report all injuries to the authorized professor and make sure to fill out CWU online 
injury report.  
• Risk, Evaluation Readiness 
• Potential for splintering and puncture wounds with slivers. 
• Hearing damage from loud energy releases.  
• Contusions from misalignment of wood materials. 
• Have form ready to mark for test number. 
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• Have secondary person to record video of the travel with relation to the force. 
• Record all data as the tests are performed. 
• Set up: 
• First, Place flat pinch plates in upper cross member of the Tinnius machine. And, 
Hang the pull rod loosely with 4” of grip, through the middle cross member. (See 
Pic 1) 
• Second, Insert the box end of the jig from under the middle cross member. And, 
add the retaining pins above. Note: the pull rod should be through the jig. (See Pic 
2) 
• Third, turn the main disconnect (located at the far-right side of the machine at 
“waist” height,) on and move the cross member up or down, to get the pull rod 
“Stick-out” to be roughly 2” from the jig tube. (See Pic 3) 
• Fourth, Install the first cutting head onto the jig tube. Tighten the thumb screw (or 
collar) to secure the head onto the tube. 
• Fifth, pin the pull rod to the blade and run the cross member up until the blade is 
open enough to insert a “test” branch. 
• Sixth, <Attention: Do not run the cross member up or down far enough to create 
a binding condition with the blade.> This test will only measure force up to the 
yield of the material. This is just past the middle of the branch material axis. As 
soon as the force begins to drop from the peak quantity, stop the motion of the 
cross member. 
This effectively “sets” the Flat pinch plate teeth into the pull rod at the top cross member. 
  






• Testing Cutting Heads: 
• Collect data 
o The yield of the branch should be just past the 
 centerline of the wood to be cut, as the material loses  
internal support. (Note the red ring representing wood, Pic. 5) 
o Record a video of the Force dial and the vertical travel 
 marker, collect max force and distance traveled. 
o Enter Data into table 1 on test sheet 1. 
o Redo this cut on the same branch 3 times. 
o Swap from head 1 to head 2 
o Perform these steps for each cutting head to be tested. 
Picture 1  
Machine Setup: 
Picture 2  
Jig Setup: 
Picture 3  
Pull Rod Setup: 
Picture 4  
Cutting Head Setup: 
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• Teardown Clean up and inspect. 
• First, turn off the machine at the main disconnect. 
• Second, discard the wood scraps and sweep the area. 
• Third inspect devices for damage / wear and store. 
• Remove all testing hardware and cutting heads.  
 
• Discussion / deliverables 
This test showed that the compounded effects of the rake angles, profile, geometry and style of 
the jaw to anvil relationship, produced an average 12% reduction in the energy needed to cut 
through fruit wood of varying standard sizes. The decrease in the Pellenc numbers at the 1.25” 
green wood stands as an anomaly and could be explained by the specimen material 
inconsistencies or an equipment yield at the higher diameter. There was a 
dramatic increase of the force required by the Wittig pruner at diameters 
above 1”. This could be a result of the linear contact area of the blade 
being larger than the Pellenc blade at the depth of maximum force. Also, 
the difference in the width of the blade could add to the force required to 
cut. However, the Pellenc cutting head does not cut limbs larger than 
1.25.” And, beyond that diameter it relinquishes the ability to compete. 
Even though there were three component failures, the learning process 
continues. This testing procedure was a success. 
 
• Deliverables:  
o The parameter of greater than 10%The recorded data and 
performance testing will be logged on the testing sheet found in 
Table 1. 
o Chart 1: showing comparative use of force with respect to 








Picture 5  
Blade stop point: 
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Chart 1  
Wittig Vs. Pellenc: 
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Appendix J – Resume:  
 
